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Variations in the vertical extent of the ionosphere
Observational study of solar wind, magnetosphere, and ionosphere coupling using Mars Express
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  - Earth and Mars on same branch of Parker spiral
- Solar wind data
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Summary

**Orbit 8051 – Compression**
- Solar wind dynamic pressure relatively high
- Magnetosphere relatively compressed and magnetosheath densities relatively enhanced
- Ionopause detected by MARSIS
- Relatively low densities in topside ionosphere

**Orbit 8058 – Relaxation**
- Solar wind dynamic pressure relatively low
- Magnetosphere relatively relaxed and magnetosheath densities relatively diminished
- Ionopause not detected by MARSIS (orbits 8056, 8059)
- Relatively high densities in topside ionosphere
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Halloween 2003 solar events
Strong ionospheric attenuation seen by MARSIS topside radar sounder in SEP events
Implication – enhanced plasma densities at “low”(?) altitudes during SEP events